MILE HIGH GREAT PYRENEES CLUB
GREELEY, CO
SEPTEMBER 9, 2016

CONFORMATION – JUDGE: MS. PATRICIA HEALY
BEST OF BREED: GCH GEYSER CREEKS COWBY CHROME; Norina Shields & Clayton Shields
BEST OF WINNERS: STARMountS SNOW KRYSTAL; Mitcheal Butler, Pamela Butler
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST OF BREED: STARMountS SNOW KRYSTAL; Mitcheal Butler, Pamela Butler
GRAND CHAMPION SELECT DOG: GCH GEYSERCREEK STARMountS TAG I’M IT; Pamela Butler
GRAND CHAMPION SELECT BITCH: NONE ENTERED
AWARD OF MERIT: NONE AWARDED
WINNERS DOG: SANCHOR’S NO VENTURE NO GAIN; Tammy Eubank
RESERVE WINNERS DOG: PYRPRESSURE’S VOITURES RAPIDES ET DE LA LIBERTE; Maria & Leonard Larsen, Glenn Johnson
WINNERS BITCH: STARMountS SNOW KRYSTAL; Mitcheal Butler, Pamela Butler
RESERVE WINNERS BITCH: PYRPRESSURE’S DE JOYEUX CLOCHE; Merry, Glenn & Jonathan Johnson
BEST VETERAN FROM VETERAN CLASSES: CH AQUILON WHEN EAGLES DARE; Sandra McCrady

PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES – JUDGE: MS. VICKI ALLENBRAND
BEST IN PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES: STARMountS SNOW KRYSTAL; Mitcheal Butler, Pamela Butler

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES – JUDGE: MS. VICKI ALLENBRAND
NONE ENTERED